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Abstract— A novel algorithm for construct a seamless video 
mosaic of the entire panorama continuously by automatically 
analyzing and managing feature points, including management of 
quantity and quality, from the sequence is presented. Since a video 
contains significant redundancy, so that not all consecutive video 
images are required to create a mosaic. Only some key images need to 
be selected. Meanwhile, feature-based methods for mosaicing rely on 
correction of feature points’ correspondence deeply, and if the key 
images have large frame interval, the mosaic will often be interrupted 
by the scarcity of corresponding feature points. A unique character of 
the method is its ability to handle all the problems above in video 
mosaicing. Experiments have been performed under various 
conditions, the results show that our method could achieve fast and 
accurate video mosaic construction.  

Keywords—video mosaic, feature points management, 
homography estimation. 

I. INTRODUCTION

t  is well-known that the imaging areas of current CCD 
devices are way smaller than that of traditional film cameras 

with consequent view size reduction. Meanwhile, an observer 
watching this video of CCD must pay constant attention, as 
objects of interest move rapidly in and out of the camera field of 
view. The video also lacks a larger visual context—the 
observer has difficulty perceiving the relative locations of 
objects seen at one point in time to objects seen moments 
before. Then, video mosaicing is called for to produce 
undistorted large view images by means of digital cameras [1]. 
It is an active area of research and the techniques have various 
applications such as satellite photographs, video surveillance, 
stabilization, compression, virtual environments, virtual travels, 
3D world scene medical imaging, etc [2,3,4]. 

Numerous techniques have been approved for image 
mosaicing which can be classified broadly into: direct 
methods[5,6] and feature-based methods[7,8,9,10].Direct 
methods use information from all pixels and discover 
parameter set often through an iterative process to minimize the 
sum of squared difference(SSD). However, these methods 
require good guesses for the parameters of the transform be 
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given as initial values to the program. If they are not correspond 
to physical movements of the camera, it is very difficult to 
evaluate the these parameters value. On the other hand, 
feature-based methods assume that feature correspondences 
between image pairs are available, and utilize these 
correspondences to find transforms which register the image 
pairs. A major difficulty of these methods is the acquisition and 
tracking of image features. Good features are often 
hand-selected, and reliability of feature tracking is often a 
problem due to image noise and occlusion [11].  

This paper describes a feature-based mosaic construction 
algorithm through managing the feature points during the video 
to achieve highly accurate results while maintaining low 
computational costs. The algorithm uses a feature selector and 
tracker previously to obtain corresponding pairs between 
images. The management procedure has been signed to 
supervise these feature points to enhance the speed and 
accuracy of the mosaicing process. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
2 gives an outline of the algorithms. Section 3 describes the 
feature management in detail including quantity management 
and quality management. In Section 4, we show real image 
examples to demonstrate that the management of feature points 
allows robust image mosaicing. Section 5 contains the 
conclusion and future extensions. 

II. OUTLINE OF THE ALGORITHM

The block diagram of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1. 
The aim of the method is to automatically, fast and robustly 
create a panoramic image from a video sequence through 
feature points selecting, tracking and managing. There are four 
modules for the whole flow: 1) Feature points selection, 2) 
Feature points tracking, 3) Feature points quantity management, 
and 4) Feature points quality management. These four modules 
and some conditions are interacted to build up the whole flow. 

The proposed feature-based mosaicing method consists of  
four steps: ( i ) Suppose we detect N feature points on the initial 
frame of the video and set this frame as the reference frame; ( ii ) 
Tracking these N feature points frame-to-frame until condition 
One is broken, and set the current frame as a key frame for 
mosaicing; ( iii ) Send the reference image, the key image and 
their corresponding feature points  into the quality feature 
points management module to obtain the most accurate mosaic, 
according to the condition Two; ( iv ) Updating the key frame 
to the new reference image and rereselect N feature points on it. 
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Fig 1.  The block diagram of the algorithm. 

III.  AUTOMATIC FEATURE  POINTS MANAGEMENT

This section briefly describes the procedure for managing 
feature points during the mosaicing. In the feature-based 
approach, by using corresponding feature points between 
images, we obtain the translation matrix for mosaicing. 
However, this kind of method depends mainly on the correction 
of the corresponding of these feature points. Once the condition 
is not good, it will influence the mosaicing result greatly. Thus, 
many researchers have done a lot work on better feature 
correspondence and have well performance. However,  in 
many situations, we often meet problems as following, and 
only relying on good feature correspondence can not solve 
these problems very well.  

Problem Statement: 
1  Since a video contains significant redundancy, so that 

not all consecutive video images are required to create a mosaic. 
In order to meet the real time demand in many systems, only 
some key images are selected to create a mosaic. Some methods 
will give a frame interval such as twenty or thirty to decide the 
key images. However, in many situations, this parameter is not 
suitable. How to decide these key images automatically is a 
different problem;  

2  Feature-based methods always have the assumption 
that the corresponding points are tracked correctly enough, 
however, if error corresponding points appearance, or the result 
is not very precise, it will deeply influence the performance of 
mosaic. Furthermore, given that all correspondences are correct 

enough, choose different pairs of feature points may result in 
different accurate of mosaic. So how to choose the most 
suitable pairs of feature points is also a problem. 

To solve thses problems above, in this paper, we pay more 
attention to concerning the quantity and quality of feature 
points during mosaicing. Through managing these feature 
points, we get the useful feedback to control the whole 
processing, obtain the mosaic more fast, robust and accurate. In 
the following subsections, we will describe in detail how to 
manage these feature points. 

A. Quantity management 

Existing feature based methods often filter the sequence 
images to extract feature points and try to find matches between 
sets of points, then get the homography of the images. The 
mosaic performance is depending on the corresponding 
correction very deeply. So in order to increase the 
corresponding correction rate, track feature points 
frame-to-frame is the best method. While on the other hand, as 
we all know, video frames are typically 30 frames a second then 
this long sequence contains significant redundancy. In order to 
meet the real time constrained for the whole system, as the first 
step, we take some measures to identify key frames which 
includes enough and effective information for later mosaicing.  

To solve this problem, we propose a quantity management 
for feature points. Here, through managing the number of 
matched feature points frame-to-frame, we decide which two 
frames are the key frames.  

1. Extracting N feature points on the initial frame F1 of the 
video;  

2. Tracking these N points frame-to-frame until M points 
have been matched, and the current frame is F2. M is the 
threshold for reselecting new feature points;  

3. Once the F2 is reached, we decide the F1 and F2 as the 
key frames which show the enough information 
including the sequence F1~F2.  

4. Using these two key frames F1 F2 and their matched 
feature points M to calculate the transform matrix for 
mosaicing construction. 

In this paper , we select feature points according to the 
gradient value , meanwhile in order to ensure the accurate of 
the mosaic construction, we input F1 F2 and their feature 
points  M into the quality management module which be 
described in next section.  

Furthermore, considering that if some strong feature points 
occur in a video and they are almost matched very well during 
many frames. The step two above will be very difficult to reach, 
and thus the interval between F2 and F1 are very large. In order 
to ensure that the key frames remain enough information, we 
should give a upper limitation H for the frame interval. If the 
frame interval between the two key frames is larger than the H, 
we should select these two frames as the key frames. Here, we 
also proposed a general idea to identify the upper limitation H 
in different situation.  
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As noted earlier, video frames are typically 30 frames a second   
then this long sequence contains significant redundancy. The 
general idea is shown in Figure 2. 

Fig 2.  The key frames selection 

 Given there are some successive frames from a 
video: CBBA n ,, 1

, the yellow block shows remain area from 

key  frames, and the green block means lost area. The shadow 
represents the overlapping area from key frames. Figure 2 (a) (b) 
(c) shows three different moving model of camera.  

The general idea we proposed is that the overlapping area 
between two key frames should remain enough information for 
this scene , meanwhile the lost information must be smaller 
than a limit. Equation (1) and (2) are used to define the 
conditions.  

overlapPAreaOverlap _                                                  (1) 

lostPAreaLost _                                                             (2) 

Where overlapP  is the threshold which is used to make sure that 

the two key frames’ overlap area is enough large. This 
parameter is often set to 30%. And at the same time, the lost 
information should not be too large to influence the final 

mosaic a lot. Therefore, another parameter lostP is also very 

useful. This threshold lostP  is often been set to 10%.  

Suppose we decide the frame A and C as the key frames, then 
the overlap_Area and Lost_Area are defined as follows: 
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If these two conditions (1) and (2) are both met, we can 
continue track on next frame . Once one of the two conditions  
has been broken  , that means, the frame interval  between A 
and C are the upper limitation H.  This parameter H can be 
calculated off line if the camera’s moving model maintains  the 
same .  

Figure 2  (a) (b) (c) show three moving model . And as the 
moving speed change rapidly, the upper limitation H decreases,  
which means the key frames interval decreases. So the original 
step two can be modulated as following: 

2. Tracking these N points frame-to-frame until M points have 
been matched or the frame interval reaches the upper 
limitation H,  thus the current frame is F2. M is the 
threshold for reselecting new feature points;  

B. Quality management 

In the previous section A, a quantity management for feature 
points is proposed. Using this management method, we can 
select key frames through the feedback of  the matched points 
number and also introduce an idea to ensure that these key 
frames can remain enough information. In this section some 
evaluate measures to manage the quality of these matched 
points will be developed to get most accurate mosaic. 

According to the section A,  the  key frames F1 and F2  and 
their matched feature points M are send into quality 
management module. In order to calculate the most accurate 
transform matrix, we iterate the following computation with  

fs as initial values, and  suppose the two key frames are 

on the same plane, so we adopt the affine transform  model to  
mosaic the images and then we need two pairs every time.  
1. Randomly sample two pairs ),( 11 vu , ),( 22 vu  among the 

candidate pairs M;  

where 2,1u are the feature points on reference image F1, 

and 2,1v are the corresponding feature points on current 

image F2; 
2. Compute the homography T determined by these two 

pairs ),( 11 vu , ),( 22 vu ;

3. Finding the overlap area O_F1, O_F2 in mosaicing image 
by using this matrix T, Where O_F1, O_F2 are from the 
two original images F1 and F2 separately. 

4. Calculate the difference between O_F1 and O_F2. Here , 
we use the simple function as following: 

21
),( YX

W
YXdifference                           (5) 

where W is the sum number of pixels 

Therefore, )2_,1_( FOFOdifferences

5. If fss , update fs : ss f

Repeat the above computations until the fs  reaches its 

minimum. Then regarding the  two pairs as the  most suitable 
key points for mosaicing.  

This quality management of feature points can do moasicing 
well even if there are some wrong matched pairs 
appearance .What’s more, we find that even all these matched 
points are correct and accurate, different combination of these 
points can result in different mosaic. By using this method to 
manage, we can get the most accurate mosaic under the current 
correspondence feature points. 
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IV. EXAMPLESNITAL RESULTS

An automated video mosacing system based on the presented 
algorithm is developed. The video image size is 320x240 (24 
bits per pixel) captured by Sony EVI-D100 at 25fps. The 
system is tested with complex outdoor video sequences and 
achieves satisfied results. The follows represent the results.   

Figure 3 shows the decrease curve of feature points number, 
usually, the threshold of tracking point number is shown in 
Figure 3 with a broken line. Once the tracked point number is 
less than the threshold, a reselection step of quantity 
management module is active. 

Figure 4 displays the different mosacing images with various 
points selection. Figure 4.(a) shows the relative differences 
map. Our quality management module correctly chose the best 
mosaic results (Figure 4.a, No.3) with the lowest difference. 

Fig 3.  The decrease curve of  feature points number 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have described a novel and robust feature-based method for 
mosaic construction. Through managing the quantity and 
quality of feature points, we can select key frames and from 
which we obtain the most accurate mosaic. Compare with other 
mosaic methods, we use the most efficient and effective feature 
points to automatically get the large view mosaic image for 
many applications such as surveillance etc.  
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